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Introduction 

After two years, it is clear that the pandemic's impact on humanity has yet to subside. 

However, there has been a subtle shift in many people: Our concern for the environment has 

strengthened and our care for one another has expanded. These are invaluable impacts on human 

society, and the civil engineering sector is no exception. In October 2020, just seven months after 

the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the American Society of Civil Engineers Board of 

Directors approved an updated script of the ASCE Code of Ethics. This new Code is a mirror for 

our heightened concern for the environment and one another. It embraces a deepened sense of 

humanity, a renewed commitment to the environment, and a rejection of unfair practices by 

offering a higher vision of an intrinsic, ethical way of living and practicing our profession rather 

than laying down copious rules that require external obedience. 

Key Changes 

Upon a cursory read of the 2020 update and the 2017 version, the reader's first 

impression is the difference in length and structure. While the previous version contains a 

multifarious number of topics, the updated version focuses on brevity, allowing readers to feel 

less overwhelmed by the document and gain a better sense of its overall message. Compared to 

the seemingly unspecific order of the eight canons in 2017, the newer version now presents a 

succinct list of five stakeholders in order of priority for better application. Additionally, the most 

recently added Canon 8 was highlighted at the text's beginning and end to heighten the 

importance of mutual respect in ethical considerations. With this concept in the foundation of the 

2020 Code, the new structure gives engineers a simpler, more complete picture of the definition 

of an ethical engineer. 

A second key difference between codes points at the wording of the individual clauses. 

Rather than attempting to specify actions for certain situations, the updated Code outlines 

expected resolutions toward the 5 shareholders. In places where the previous Code may say 

"shall not engage in," the new version states "shall reject any form of." Where the last version 

focused on "the general public", the newer version demands a concern for "humanity." These 

changes give the engineer a direction to point in rather than a line to toe. In essence, the stronger 

and broader verbiage in the October 2020 update enhances the Code of Ethics from regulations 

to values. 

Adjusting Our Priorities 












